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Picture collage making software free download

Making a collage for special occasions, celebrations and commemorations is a great idea that is made very simple with a program like Collage Maker.In fact, Collage Maker makes it seriously easy with the Function of Auto-Colaj – all you need to do is add the selection of photos you want in the collage,
choose the effects, and press Genera. Before you know it, you'll have a nice collage that you can still edit - if you want - and then export, email, set as wallpaper or print. There is no end to the ways you can customize your Collage Maker creations – you can change your photos, background colors, add
text or a wide variety of fun stamps. You will be able to preview your collage before you finish and of course there is a good help file if you get stuck. Unfortunately, some of the basic features of Collage Maker are a bit sticky. Many of the templates are downright ugly, while the interface is old-fashioned.
Improvements to Collage Maker's Stamp Mode should be one of the attractions of this major release, but the feature is not very easy to use. Even so, Collage Maker is a good startup collage creator - it's easy to use and has a lot of effects and templates that will allow you to turn your photos into a flash.
Collage Maker is a good, simple way to make homemade collages. Fixed an issue that could have been the impact of users outside the United StatesFixed changes a problem that could have been the impact of users outside the United StatesSimple to usegood selection of auto-featuresCreate
coolInterface wallpapers and design is unattractiveRead more With a free photo collage filter, turning photos into a work of art is fun and easy. There are some fantastic tools that make the job as simple as dragging and falling, and making the process of creating an original design a real joy. Modern phone
cameras can take amazing print-quality photos, and you probably have some real gems stored on your phone right now – so why leave them there. These are the tools – both web applications and desktop software – that will help you make gorgeous collages in moments, ready to print on canvas. Just
make sure your photos are looking their best with a free photo editor and you're ready to get started. Need some pictures to get started? Why not grab some free stock photos. And if you're specifically looking to print artwork, why not check out our best photo book and personalized photo gift guides. The
best free collage makers at a glancePhotojetCanvaFotorPhotoPadPizap (Image credit: Shutterstock; Photojet)Feature-packed and fun; the best tool for print-ready Photojet looks a lot like Fotor and Canva (below), but it's more flexible and fun to use than any of them, making our choice number one. To get
started, click Collage and choose either a grid or an illustrated design (in our opinion, a simple grid-based layout better displays your photos). Those marked with a crown are only available to premium account holders, but you can resize picture frames in any grid, so this is not much of a disadvantage. You
can also adjust the spacing and rounding of the boxes and choose a layout ratio for the canvas. Click Add Photos, and then drag and drop them into the template. Once you've inserted an image, you'll be presented with a list of customizable Instagram-style filters to give the collage a custom look, plus
advanced options for optimizing exposure, brightness, contrast, saturate, and shade. There is a good selection of backgrounds to choose from too (either simple colors, or tasteful geometric patterns), plus thumbnails and text. When you're done, you can save your creation as a JPG or PNG file (there is no
PDF option) to a compression and size setting to suit you. You can also share it via Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest or Tumblr, or even print it directly from your browser. It is very fun to use and easy to master, making it our top choice for the best free collage manufacturer. (Image credit: Shutterstock; Canva)
Like all other browser-based free collage makers here, most of the canva photo collage templates are free to use, but there are also premium models available for a fee. They are clearly marked, so there is no need to worry about creating a design, then being unable to export without parting with a handful
of money. To get started, set a new username and password, or sign in with your Facebook or Google account. Select Personal Use and you will be presented with a menu of project types, including social media graphics, banners, book covers, and presentations. Select Photo Collage and then See all
collage templates to see the full set of free options available. Alternatively, click Items and choose a grid, and then start adding the pictures, borders, icons, and other items that will make up the collage. To add your own pictures, click Uploads and drag them from your desktop. Then you can drag them
directly to the collage canvas. You can also add images from Facebook or your own library of free images in Canva. If you've chosen a grid layout, they'll be resized and truncated to fit automatically. When you're done, you can save the collage as a printable PDF, PNG, or JPG file, or make it public for
other people to use. You can even add culture marks and bleeding space - an option that is very useful for professional printing, and absent from most free collage makers. The only drawback of Canva is that you cannot set the resolution of the output file (although you can choose standard or printed
pdfs). Beyond that, it is a truly gorgeous free collage. Read our full Review Canva (Image Credit: Shutterstock; Fotor) A comprehensive photo editor that also makes large collagesThere are currently two versions of the free Photor collage filter – one that uses Flash, and another built with HTML5. The
former will soon be removed in favour of the second, but they work in the same way. Fotor's design isn't as intuitive as Canva's, but it's still much faster and easier than creating a collage from the beginning All of Fotor's essential features are free of charge, with additional charges available for a
subscription fee. Premium membership also removes ads from the collage creator. To get started, click Sign in and either create a new account using your email address or sign in with Facebook (you'll need an account to save your work as you move between tools). When it's over, click Collage, choose a
template (those marked with a diamond icon are only available to premium account holders) and upload the images using the Import button on the right. Click Fill in on the left, and the spaces in the chosen template will be populated with uploaded images – cropped and resized to fit automatically. It's
incredibly simple, and the fastest way to create a collage, if you don't mind letting the web app make creative decisions for you. Stickers and text allow you to give your design a personal touch before it's exported. Unlike Canva, Fotor lets you choose the layout ratio and resolution of the finished collage
before saving it in JPG, PNG, or PDF format. Fotor is an excellent free collage filter, although its design is a little less intuitive than Canva, pushing it into a respectable third place. Read our full Review Fotor (Image Credit: Shutterstock; NCH Software)A free desktop-based collage creator that is fast, where
a little PhotoPad utility is a desktop collage filter, making it faster and more flexible than its browser-based counterparts. You don't have to give up your email address or Facebook username to use it. Unfortunately, it seems a little dated, and it lacks some of the features that make online collage makers so
fun, including stickers and filters. Click Collage to start and configure the canvas by choosing a size for finished printing. Then, choose the background that will appear behind the pictures. Most of the models provided here are quite cheesy, but you can also use your own image or a solid color. When you're
done, it's time to choose a layout. There is a great choice of grids (none are locked behind a paywall), and you can customize the spacing between photos and the roundness of the corners using a pair of sliders. Click a space in the grid to add a photo from your PC. They will be resized to fit, and you can
adjust the truncated area by clicking and dragging. Unfortunately, there is no way to add text or shapes within the collage editor, nor are there any filters to give the images a fresh look before completing the design. If you really want to add additional items, you will reopen the saved collage using
PhotoPad's main photo editor and make the changes manually. (Image credit: Shutterstock; Digital Palette LLC) A fun way to create collages for Facebook, but not artUnlike wall other browser-based free of charge by photo collage creators, piZap does not ask you to part with your email address before
you start creating your first design; You're just getting stuck right in. This is a time saver at hand, but has the disadvantage that you can't progress and edit the creation at a later date. First, choose a free design; there are options based on rectangles (our preferred choice), hearts, circles and other shapes,
would be the stars. The latter options are more suitable for greeting cards than wall art, and the risk of affecting the impact of photos. I also avoid themed options, which are all quite cheesy. Once you've chosen a template, simply click each frame in turn to insert a photo. Not only can you upload images
from your PC, you can also grab pictures from Facebook, Instagram, Dropbox and Flickr. The now-defunct Google Picasa is also listed. Once the photos are in place, you can set a background color, adjust the spacing and add a snap shadow. There is a good range of filters available, although they can
only be applied to the entire canvas, not to individual photos, and the thumbnail options have no subtlety. The remaining tools (pens and text memes) are fun to create something silly to share online, but not for stylish wall art. Once you're done, the free collage filter only gives you an export option - a
standard JPG resolution that's good for a small print, but not for a large canvas. In general, piZap is best to make fun compositions to share on social media. If you want something to stand on the wall, other tools here are much better choices. Read our full Review PiZapWhat makes a great collage filter
free? When choosing a collage manufacturer, there are a few important factors to remember. Perhaps the most important is what you'll be using finished collage for. Want something you can print on canvas or want to share it on Instagram and Facebook? Some collage makers only allow you to export
your creations to fairly low resolutions that are good for viewing online, but would look blurry and unappealing in print. If you plan to commit your creation on paper and ink, ideally you want a service that will allow you to export it as a printed-quality PDF or JPG. Templates are another consideration. Some
collage makers essentially give you a grid and let you get it, which might be perfect if you already have a clear idea of what you want to create, but if you're not too confident creating a design yourself, then you might be better served by a tool that includes a smart set of pre-made templates. Finally, note
that many collage makers are free to use, but also have a premium subscription service that gives you access to multiple templates, images and designs. Premium items should be clearly marked, but some collage makers offer more free content than others. I also found the best video editing software
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